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Web-based laboratories (WBL) involve not only hardware and software but human and infrastructural development. For sustainable WBL, it is important to ensure that not only are the laboratories able to satisfy pedagogical needs; they should also ensure that designers and developers are well trained to adapt basic experiment infrastructure to suit a range of other experiments. Training will include hardware and software development.

An important aspect of WBL is how much of hardware should be replaced by software. This aspect becomes especially relevant in cash strapped environment and in many institutions where deficient funding leads to constraints in the acquisition of equipment. Of note also is how WBL can be tailored to suit cases where adequate bandwidth is an important issue.

In this paper the experience of developing WBL especially in a fund and bandwidth-limited environment is presented. The basic trainings for acceptable skill requirement of technical staff are identified. In doing this considerations is given to issue of the ratio of hardware to software component for optimum results in an economy with financial constraints is considered. Suggestions are made for relevant collaboration between staff of institutions separated by distance as well as student exchanges to evolve a critical mass of developers at each institution. The difficulties encountered in specific situations are enumerated and solutions proffered. The development of WBL that has synergy with curriculum and which can engender curriculum development is also discussed.